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PHYSICAL REVIEW A, VOLUME 61, 043407
Coupled singlet-triplet analysis of two-color cold-atom photoassociation spectra

J. M. Vogels,1 R. S. Freeland,2 C. C. Tsai,2,* B. J. Verhaar,1 and D. J. Heinzen2
1Eindhoven University of Technology, Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

2Department of Physics, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712
~Received 16 December 1998; published 8 March 2000!

We describe a method that is well suited to analysis of the bound states of the alkali-metal dimers near their
dissociation limit. The method combines inverse perturbation theory, coupled-channel bound-state theory, and
the accumulated phase method to treat the short-range part of the molecular potentials. We apply this method
to analyze the bound-state energies measured in a two-color photoassociation experiment in an ultracold85Rb
gas. This analysis yields information on the interactions between ultracold85Rb atoms that is important to the
understanding of ultracold Rb collisions and Bose-Einstein condensation.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 34.50.Rk, 33.70.Ca
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I. INTRODUCTION

The techniques of laser cooling and evaporative coo
have opened the field of ultracold-atom physics for alka
metal atoms, with spectacular research subjects such
Bose-Einstein condensation, laser-cooled atomic clocks,
atom lasers. It is generally realized that atom interaction p
cesses play a key role in many of these experiments.
therefore important to obtain a complete, consistent pict
of these interactions. In this paper we describe and app
theoretical method to obtain information on the interactio
between cold atoms, making use of measured energie
bound diatomic states. The method has much in comm
with inverse perturbation analysis~IPA! @1#, previously used
to obtain a single adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer interact
potential curve from bound-state energies of that potentia
contrast to the IPA it is applicable to cases where differ
electronic states are strongly coupled, so that the Bo
Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. Although the f
malism can be considered as a generalized, coupled ve
of the IPA, we apply it only in a restricted form: the extra
tion of information on collisions of ultracold atoms from th
bound-state spectrum close to the dissociation threshold
particular, we apply our method to the highest bound sta
of 85Rb2, which have recently been measured with two-co
photoassociation spectroscopy@2#. In this case the molecula
singlet and triplet states are strongly coupled by the hyp
fine interaction. A brief report of this work has been giv
previously @2#; in this paper we give a more extensive d
scription of the experimental and theoretical method and
the results.

In the case of ground-state alkali-metal atoms there
two short-range adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer potentials,
responding to total electronic spinS50 ~singlet potential! or
S51 ~triplet potential!. Along the lines of our previous
work, at small interatomic distances we do not describe
singlet and triplet potentials in detail, but summarize th
information in the form of the phases accumulated@3,4# by
the associated rapidly oscillatingS50 andS51 radial wave

*Present address: National Chung-Kung University, Tai-Nan, T
wan.
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functions up to a radiusr 0, which is chosen between 16a0

and 20a0 depending on the alkali-metal atom considered
is well known that both cold collision properties and th
precise positions of the highest molecular bound states
extremely sensitive to very small changes of ther ,r 0 po-
tentials. Except for the lighest alkali-metal species, potent
in this range are not known with sufficient accuracy to allo
for reliable application to cold collisions. Fortunately, it
possible to avoid this difficulty by using boundary conditio
at r 0 in the form of accumulated singlet and triplet phas
that summarize the short-range collisional information.
our approach we search for optimal values of the interac
parameters in the ranger .r 0 and of the accumulated phase

The main feature of our approach is that it can cope w
bound states near dissociation, which often show str
singlet-triplet mixing by the hyperfine interaction. Clearl
the higher mixed states can be expected to bear a gre
resemblance to the nearby states in the continuum and
therefore more profitably be used for obtaining informati
on cold collisions by extrapolation through the dissociati
threshold. We also emphasize that we carry out a simu
neous analysis for the singlet and triplet parts of spin spa
This is important in view of the fact that the singlet an
triplet potentials have certain parameters in common, suc
the position of the dissociation threshold and the dispers
coefficients. A separate analysis may therefore lead to inc
sistencies, such as a crossing of the singlet and triplet po
tials at long range@5#. A further feature of our method, con
nected with its restricted application to the highest bou
states, is that the potential variations searched for ext
over longer radial intervals. This applies both to the inter
tions in the ranger ,r 0, since they are effectively describe
via accumulated phases, and to ther .r 0 interactions, which
are described by analytic expressions for dispersion and
change contributions. In this way we do not run into t
pitfalls associated with applications of the IPA to the high
bound levels where nonphysical fluctuations in the local
tentials over short distances, of the order of the distance
tween outer turning points of successive ro-vibrational le
els, are difficult to avoid in the search for improve
potentials.

One-color cold-atom photoassociation experiments h
yielded a great deal of information on the interactions b

i-
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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VOGELS, FREELAND, TSAI, VERHAAR, AND HEINZEN PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
tween alkali-metal atoms@6,7#. In these experiments, a tun
able laser excites transitions between the initially free s
of a pair of colliding, laser-cooled ground-state atoms a
excited bound molecular levels of those atoms. These exp
ments directly yield the level structure of the electronica
excited states. The line shapes and strengths of one-c
photoassociation spectra have also provided information
the properties of the collisional ground state for ultracold
@8–12#, Na @13#, and Li @14#. More direct information on
ground-state cold collision properties can be obtain
through direct measurement and analysis of the high
bound levels of the electronic ground state. This can be
complished through two-color photoassociation spectr
copy, as shown in Fig. 1 of Ref.@2#. A laser at a fixed
frequencyn1 excites transitions from the collisional groun
state to a particular excited level. A second tunable lase
frequencyn2 couples this excited level back to the vibr
tional levels of the electronic ground state. This yields
spectrum of these high-lying bound levels. Experiments
this kind have been completed for Rb@2#, Na @15#, and Li
@16#.

In our Rb two-color photoassociation experiments, we
lect a specific initial two-atom spin state by carrying out t
experiment on a doubly polarized gas sample, i.e., w
maximum projections of electronic and nuclear spins of
atom along a quantization directionz. The atoms occupy the
highest hyperfine state of the85Rb atomic Breit-Rabi dia-
gram ~see Fig. 1!. As the excited electronic state we sele
the 0g

2 state asymptotically connected to the 52S1/2

15 2P1/2 dissociation limit@17#. ~We use the notationVs
6 ,

whereV is the absolute value of the projection of the to
electronic angular momentum along the molecular axiss
5g or u is the electronic parity, and6 denotes the reflection
symmetry forV50.) In this way we avoid a complex hy
perfine ‘‘spaghetti’’ of excited states@18#, since the nuclear
spins in thisV50 state are decoupled to a very good a
proximation from the remaining molecular degrees of fre
dom. Moreover, it turns out that the 0g

2(S1P1/2) electronic

FIG. 1. Breit-Rabi diagram of85Rb atomic ground state.
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state has the advantage that the two 1/2 angular momen
the S1/2 andP1/2 atomic states are coupled to give a vanis
ing two-atom electronic angular momentumj 50. The total

molecular angular momentumJW in the excited state~exclud-
ing the nuclear spins! thus equals the orbital angular mome

tum lW of the collision. The resultingJ5 l selection rule has
been of considerable help in the past to simplify the analy
of our previous one-color photoassociation experime
@8–10#. We note that this is not a general property ofV
50 states. For example, for the 0g

2 ‘‘pure long-range state’’
connecting to the 52S1/215 2P3/2 limit @17,19#, the atomic
angular momenta 1/2 and 3/2 do not couple toj 50. Even
for the lower 0g

2 state theJ5 l selection rule is valid only for
levels with binding energies small compared to theP1/2

2P3/2 fine-structure splitting (238 cm21), since otherwise
the S1P1/2 and S1P3/2 electronic states are too strong
mixed by the resonant electric dipole interaction. The exci
levels that are involved in the photoassociation process s
ied in this paper fulfill this requirement. Selecting the 0g

2(S
1P1/2) state, we define not only the partial wave channel
5J from which the excitation occurs, but also the rotation
l value of the final Rb2 bound states formed.

Even with this simplification the observed bound-sta
spectrum is expected to be rather complex. In particular,
complexity arises from the fact that the total spinsf 1 and f 2
~5 2 or 3, see Fig. 1! of the separated atoms are not co
served during a collision. These quantum numbers are o
good at long range. At smaller distances the exchange in
action mixes the (f 1 , f 2) quantum numbers. At short rang
where it dominates, the molecular quantum numbers (S,I ),
with SW 5sW11sW2 the total electron spin andIW5 iW11 iW2 the total
nuclear spin, are good quantum numbers. For not too str
B fields the total angular momentumFW 5 fW11 fW2 is conserved
at all distances. Figure 2 of Ref.@2# shows adiabatic molecu
lar potentials for85Rb2 with the pure tripletF56 potential
subtracted off. The change between molecular and ato
~hyperfine! coupling occurs between 19a0 and 26a0 for the
85Rb185Rb system. The above-mentioned radiusr 0 is cho-
sen at the left-hand boundary of this range, because we w
S to be a good quantum number up to this point. Start
from r 0, the radial motion on the potentials is not perfec
adiabatic, so that curves with the sameF must be treated as
a coupled-channel problem. Often, anr-independent diabatic
basis of pure (S,I ) or pure (f 1 , f 2) states is the most conve
nient choice for coupled-channel calculations. By select
an initial uF,mF&5u6,16& two-atom state with the two elec
tronic and the two nuclear spins fully oriented, onlyF54, 5,
or 6 bound levels should appear in the spectrum, the cha
in F being at most 1 in each of the optical transitions. T
gether, the above choices for the initial and intermedi
states lead to a considerable reduction of the complexity
the observed bound-state spectrum.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
our method of analysis, starting from IPA and includin
singlet-triplet mixing and accumulated phases. Section
describes the two-color photoassociation experiment. Sec
IV is devoted to the application of our method of analysis
7-2
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COUPLED SINGLET-TRIPLET ANALYSIS OF TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
this experiment. In Section V we formulate some conc
sions.

II. COUPLED SINGLET-TRIPLET METHOD OF
ANALYSIS

We introduce our method starting from the inverse pert
bation analysis@1# and first taking into account couple
channels. The IPA is a method to improve a potential,
such a way that the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation re-
produces as well as possible a set of experimental bou
state energiesEn :

F2
\2

2m
D1V~r !Gcn5Encn , ~1!

with m the reduced mass, equal to half the atomic mass in
present application. One makes a comparison with theo
cal eigenvaluesEn

0 associated with an approximate potent
V0(r ) and its eigenfunctionscn

0 :

F2
\2

2m
D1V0~r !Gcn

05En
0cn

0 . ~2!

Using first-order perturbation theory and an expansion of
difference potentialDV5V2V0 in a set of suitable basi
functionsgi(r ) @1,20#, the energy differences are express
as

DEn[En2En
05^cn

0uDVucn
0&5(

i
ci^cn

0ugi~r !ucn
0&. ~3!

This set of linear equations for the unknown expansion
efficientsci is solved generally as a least-squares problem
construct a new theoretical potentialV0(r )1DV(r ) and the
whole procedure is restarted until one reaches converge

The IPA can only be applied to singlet and triplet pote
tials separately, since it assumes the absence of couplin
therefore needs unmixed experimental singlet and tri
states as input. To introduce coupling, both Eqs.~1! and ~2!
are considered as coupled equations in the singlet-triple
hyperfine basis, or any other basis. The IPA equation~3! can
be carried over to the multichannel case essentially with
change,cn

0 now standing for a coupled state:

DEn5^cn
0uDVucn

0&

5(
i

@ciS^cn
0uPSgiS~r !ucn

0&1ciT^cn
0uPTgiT~r !ucn

0&#,

~4!

with DV an operator in spin space,

DV5PSDVS~r !1PTDVT~r !, ~5!

andPS andPT projection operators on the singlet and trip
spin subspaces, respectively.

The modification of the IPA to include coupling require
the tedious task of introducing a coupled-channel ma
structure into the previous equations and the associated c
04340
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puter code. This by itself produces a coupled generaliza
of the IPA, which to our knowledge has not been propos
or applied as an iterative method in the literature. In view
the cold-atom applications we have in mind, however, we
not interested in a coupled IPA, applicable to both the u
mixed lower and mixed higher states. Instead we go on w
a second modification. As pointed out in Sec. I a further
ingredient of our approach is the replacement of the sh
range partsr ,r 0 of the potentialsVS(r ) and VT(r ) by a
boundary condition atr 0, the largest interatomic distanc
whereScan still be considered a good quantum number d
to the fact that the singlet-triplet energy splitting is lar
relative to the hyperfine constantah f ~see also Sec. I!. The
boundary condition takes the form of an accumulated ph
fS/T of the corresponding rapidly oscillating radial wav
functionscS/T(r ) in each of the decoupled channels, defin
by the WKB expression

c~r 0!5A
sinF E r 0

k~r !dr G
k1/2~r 0!

[A
sinf~r 0!

k1/2~r 0!
, ~6!

k(r ) being the local radial wave number:

k2~r !5
2m

\2 FE2V~r !2
\2l ~ l 11!

2mr 2 G . ~7!

In these equations we have omitted the subscriptS or T for
simplicity. This accumulated phase method has been in
duced in Ref.@3,4#. Differentiating Eq.~6! we find thatf is
related to the local logarithmic derivative by

k cotf5
c8

c
1

k8

2k
. ~8!

The validity of the WKB approximation is not a prereq
uisite for this approach: we could have specified the bou
ary condition by means of a logarithmic derivative of th
radial wave function. We come back to this point later in th
section. The accumulated phase may be considered as a
venient parametrization of the logarithmic derivative.
convenience stems from its approximate linearity,

f5f01EfE1 l ~ l 11!f l , ~9!

over the relatively smallE and l ranges nearE5 l 50, rel-
evant for cold collisions, making it possible to fit experime
tal data with three parameters:f0,fE,f l . In contrast, the
logarithmic derivative shows the typical tangent-shaped
cursions through infinity each time a radial node passes
point r 5r 0. As an example we consider the85Rb case for
which an analysis is presented here, based on accumu
phases at the radiusr 0519a0. Figure 2 showsfS andfT as
a function ofE for l 50 ~a! and as a function ofl ( l 11) for
E50 ~b!, in both cases over ranges much larger than nee
for the analysis in Sec. IV. TheE andl ( l 11) ranges covered
by the actual measurement are indicated by the double-s
arrows in the graphs. Over this range theE dependence is
linear to within DfS56631025 and DfT561131025,
7-3
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VOGELS, FREELAND, TSAI, VERHAAR, AND HEINZEN PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
and the l ( l 11) dependence even to withinDfS561
31026 andDfT56331026. The graph forfS was calcu-
lated using Amiot’s IPA singlet potential@21#, that for fT
using the Krauss and Stevens triplet potential@22#. In some
of our previous analyses we also included higher-order
rivative terms to extend theE and l ranges. Note that

t52\
df

dE
[2\fE ~10!

is the classical time interval needed for the atoms to m
from r 0 inward and back tor 0. Indeed, for the shallowe
triplet potential the phase is seen to be a steeper functio
energy. Furthermore, the second derivative offS/T(E) with
respect toE is seen to be negative, in agreement with t
decreasing sojourn time left ofr 0 for increasing energy.

A refinement that we introduce to increase the accurac
our approach is to subtract not onlyV(r ) and the angular
kinetic energy\2l ( l 11)/mr2 from the total energyE to
obtain the radial wave number~7! in the ranger ,r 0, but
also a spin-energy term. The latter results from the total tw
atom Zeeman interactionVZ and hyperfine interactionVh f

5(ah f /\2)(sW1• iW11sW2• iW2). At the interatomic distancer 0
the singlet-triplet energy separation is assumed to be so l
that the singlet-triplet mixing, induced by the partVh f

2

5 1
2 (ah f /\2)(sW12sW2)•( iW12 iW2) of Vh f antisymmetric in the

electronic spins, is negligible. Therefore the eigenvectors
eigenvalues of the sumVh f

1 1VZ , diagonal inS, determine
the spin states and spin energies of the decoupled chan
Here,Vh f

1 5 1
2 ah f /\2SW • IW is the remaining, symmetric, part o

Vh f . The decoupled channels in the regionr ,r 0 will be
denoted by the abbreviated notationa in the following (a
includes in particular the quantum numberS).

The fact that we generally include a search for the ab
phase parameters in our approach implies that Eq.~4! has to
be modified, since we want to derive a different set of p
rameters characterizing the modifications of the potent
from the discrepanciesDEn between theoretical and exper

FIG. 2. ~a! Accumulated phasesfS(E,l 50) andfT(E,l 50) vs
E for IPA singlet andab initio triplet potentials.~b! Accumulated
phasesfS(E50,l ) andfT(E50,l ) vs l ( l 11) for the same poten
tials.
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mental eigenvalues. To include potential corrections in
interior regionr ,r 0 via changes of the accumulated phas
we have to find a solution for the following complications

~1! The normalization of the statecn
0 is tacitly assumed in

the perturbation theory expression~4!, although the phase
description for ther ,r 0 dynamics implies that the part ofcn

0

in the interior region is not explicitly dealt with. Rewriting
Eq. ~4! as

DEn^cn
0ucn

0&5^cn
0uDVucn

0&, ~11!

we need to deal with the part^cn
0ucn

0& r ,r 0
of the normaliza-

tion integral. This difficulty plays a role independent
whether a potential correction extends overr ,r 0, over r
.r 0, or over both.

~2! VS(r ) andVT(r ) are continuous functions ofr. When
a potential correction in the exterior region extends up tor 0,
this has consequences for the inner potentials, i.e., for
phase parameters.

Complication~1! is easily solved starting from the WKB
expression~6! for the accumulated phase in one particu
decoupled channela. Differentiating with respect toE we
have

]fa

]E
5

2m

\2 E r 0 1

2ka
dr

'
2m

\2 E r 0sin2fa~r !

ka~r !
dr5

2m

\2Aa
2 ^cn

0ucn
0&a,r ,r 0

.

~12!

The approximation involved in this equation is valid whe
sin2fa oscillates rapidly over a radial range whereka is ap-
proximately constant, which corresponds to the condition
validity of the WKB approximation. Writingc nearr 0 in the
form ~6!, we find Aa . Equation~12! then allows us to ex-
press the part̂cn

0ucn
0& r ,r 0

of the normalization integral in

terms of the derivatives]fa /]E. In connection with com-
plication ~2! we also need to express the pa
^cn

0uDVucn
0& r ,r 0

in changes of the phase parameters. We
the WKB expression

Dfa52
2m

\2 E0

r 1

2ka
DVadr

'2
2m

\2 E0

r sin2fa~r !

ka
DVadr

52
2m

\2Aa
2 ^cn

0uDVaucn
0&a,r ,r 0

. ~13!

With these relations, the main equation of our method
found to be
7-4
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DEnS ^cn
0ucn

0& r .r 0
1

\2

2m (
a

Aa
2 ]fa

]E D
5(

i
@ciS^cn

0uPSgiS~r !ucn
0& r .r 0

1ciT^cn
0uPTgiT~r !ucn

0& r .r 0
#2

\2

2m (
a

Aa
2Dfa ,

~14!

whereDfa is written in the form

Dfa5Dfa
01En

0Dfa
E1 l ~ l 11!Dfa

l , ~15!

following from Eq. ~9!. Like the IPA equations~4! we
started from, Eq.~14! is a set of linear equations for th
unknown parameters~in this caseciS , ciT , Dfa

0 , Dfa
E , and

Dfa
l ) in terms of the energy differencesDEn . Again, we

solve it as a least-squares problem. Clearly, in case som
the parameters are already known with sufficient accur
from other sources, the corresponding terms in Eqs.~14! and
~15! are replaced by 0.

Note that Eq.~14! no longer contains the functionsgiS(r )
andgiT(r ) in the interior regionr ,r 0, but only long-range
dispersion and exchange terms represented by analytic
pressionsgiS(r ),giT(r ) for r .r 0, containing unknown dis-
persion and exchange parameters. This point is illustrate
more detail in Sec. IV. At this point we emphasize again t
our method avoids the intricate instability and converge
problems of the IPA by replacing the nonunique ‘‘mat
ematical’’ basis functionsgi(r ) with accumulated phases an
‘‘physical’’ long-range interactions. Such problems play
an important role in previous work of Moerdijk and co
workers, in which the IPA was applied to Li2 and Na2 bound
states very close to the continuum@4#. Three further remarks
are in place. The first relates to the channelsa. The labela
distinguishes the various spin eigenstates ofVZ1Vh f

1 , so
that the dynamical problem is diagonal ina for r ,r 0. For a
vanishing or weak magnetic field,a corresponds to the com
bination of quantum numbersS,I ,F,mF . For a strongB field
eacha contains a combinationS,I ,mF , but a mixture ofF
values.

The second remark relates to the use of the WKB appr
mation in the foregoing formulation. Our approach is mo
easily explained using the WKB approximation. We no
however, that the WKB approximation is not essential
the validity of the approach. To see this we start from
equation for the Wronskian of the unperturbed and pertur
statesucn

0& and ucn&:

]

]r (
a

S cna
0 ]

]r
cna2cna

]

]r
cna

0 D
5

2m

\2 (
a8a

cna8
0

~DVa8a2DEnda8a!cna , ~16!

following from the time-independent Schro¨dinger equations
for ucn

0& anducn&. Here, the channel componentscna(r ) and
04340
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cna
0 (r ) are chosen to be real. In Eq.~16! we have expanded

ucn
0& and ucn& in the above orthonormal basis of spin stat

ua&:

ucn
0&5(

a
cna

0 ~r !ua&, ucn&5(
a

cna~r !ua&. ~17!

According to Eqs.~4! and ~5!, the corresponding matrix el
ementsDVa8a of DV are given by

DVa8a5(
i

~ciS^a8uPSua&giS1ciT^a8uPTua&giT!,

~18!

with the functionsgiS(r ),giT(r ) restricted tor .r 0.
Integrating overr from r 0 to `, we find to first order in

the modificationsDV andDEn :

(
a

@cna
0 ~r 0!#2DLa

5
2m

\2 (
a8a

E
r 0

`

cna8
0

~DVa8a2DEnda8a!cna
0 dr,

~19!

with La the logarithmic derivative of the radial wave func
tion in channela at r 0. This equation enables us to formula
the approach in terms of logarithmic derivatives. As point
out above, however, the convenient properties of accu
lated phases lead us to reformulate the approach by pa
etrizing the logarithmic derivative for each of the channelsa
via

L5
k~r 0!

tanf
2

k8~r 0!

2k~r 0!
. ~20!

This definition of the accumulated phase has been used i
our previous work@3,8–10,2#. It corresponds to the integra
* r 0k(r )dr when the WKB approximation applies. Startin
from Eq. ~19!, Eq. ~14! with Aa

2 replaced by
ucna

0 (r 0)u2ka /sin2fa can be derived by expressing the diffe
entialsDLa in the variationsDfa andDEn using Eq.~20!.
We emphasize that in this general form of a boundary c
dition the accumulated phase method is based only on
assumption of negligible singlet-triplet coupling in the ran
r ,r 0. In practice, this condition is fulfilled by the choice o
r 0 at an interatomic separation where the molecular sin
and triplet potential curves have an energy separation la
compared to the strength of the hyperfine interaction.

As a third remark, we point out that the formalism pr
sented above~and our computer code based on it! is flexible
enough to contain a full coupled IPA as a special case. It
be realized by selecting anr 0 value close to the origin and
choosing the differentialsDLa to be zero. In Sec. IV, how-
ever, we describe the application of our method to the m
sured 85Rb2 bound states near dissociation, making use
the formalism in the restricted accumulated phase form.
7-5
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III. TWO-COLOR PHOTOASSOCIATION EXPERIMENT

We have measured the energies of the highest bo
states of85Rb2 with two-color photoassociation spectrosco
@2#. The experiment is very similar to our previous one-co
photoassociation experiments@8–10,19#. About 104 85Rb
atoms are transferred from a magneto-optic trap~MOT! to a
far off-resonance optical dipole force trap~FORT! @23#. The
atomic density is about 1012 cm23 and the temperature is
few hundred microkelvin. The FORT is created from a 1
W, linearly polarized laser detuned 35 nm to the red from
rubidium D2 line, focused to a 10mm Gaussian waist. This
creates a trap with 12 mK depth. The atoms are doubly s
polarized in thef 53,mf53 state by a repumper beam tun
to the 85Rb 52S1/2( f 52) to 52P3/2( f 53) transition and an
optical pumping beam tuned to the85Rb 52S1/2( f 53) to
5 2P3/2( f 53) transition. The optical pumping beam is circ
larly polarized with an intensity of 100mW/cm2. A 3 G
magnetic field is applied parallel to the FORT and opti
pumping beam propagation direction.

Once the FORT has been loaded, the FORT laser bea
alternated with two photoassociation laser beams and the
tical pumping and repumper beams in 5ms cycles for a total
of 200 ms. This is done to avoid the effect of the ac St
shift of the trap laser on the photoassociation spectra and
optical pumping process. At the start of each cycle, only
FORT beam is applied for 2.5ms. After this, the FORT
beam is turned off, and only the optical pumping and
pumper beams irradiate the atoms for 0.5ms. For the last
stage of each cycle, only the photoassociation beams are
plied for 2.0 ms. Photoassociation laser beam 1, at f
quencyn1, is ordinarily kept at a constant frequency th
excites transitions to au0g

2(v,J)& state near the 52S1/2

15 2P1/2 dissociation limit. Photoassociation laser beam
at frequencyn2, is tuned to the blue ofn1 ~see Fig. 1 of Ref.
@2#!. Both photoassociation laser beams are collinear with
FORT beam, and are focused to a waist of 20mm. Photo-
association beam 1 is supplied by a temperature and cu
tuned SDL-5401-G1 diode laser with an intensity
1.6 kW/cm2 and a linewidth of less than 20 MHz. Photoa
sociation beam 2 is supplied by a Ti:sapphire ring laser w
an intensity of 30–200 W/cm2 and linewidth less than 2
MHz. After the 200 ms cycling process is complete, t
number of atoms in the trap is measured with laser-indu
fluorescence. This process is repeated for a successio
laser frequenciesn2.

As in the one-color experiments, the photoassociat
beam 1 promotes trap loss when resonant with a free-bo
transition. A pair of free atoms absorbs a photon from be
1 to create a short-lived excited molecular state, which t
usually spontaneously decays to a pair of free atoms wi
kinetic energy high enough to escape from the trap. Figu
shows the one-color photoassociation spectrum obtaine
scanning only one of the photoassociation beams acro
single vibrational level at 12 573.1 cm21. The upward going
peaks are associated with the trap loss induced by this la
The J50, 2, and 4 rotational levels are visible in this spe
trum. For the two-color spectra, photoassociation beam
tuned to the maximum of theJ52 peak, and induces a con
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stant loss of atoms~10–30 % depending on experiment
conditions! in the absence of the second laser.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the two-color photoassocia
tion spectra withn1 tuned to theJ52 rotational levels of
two different vibrational levels at 12 563.1 cm21 and
12 573.1 cm21, respectively. Asn2 becomes resonant with
a bound-bound transition between the excited state an
ground molecular state, the trap loss decreases. The posi
of the ground-state vibrational levels are thus visible
downward going peaks in the two-color spectra. This occ
because the excited state is power broadened by photoa
ciation laser 2. This reduces the efficiency of excitation
the colliding atoms by photoassociation laser 1, and there

FIG. 3. One-color photoassociation spectrum of85Rb2. A single
vibrational level near 12 573.1 cm21 is shown, withJ50, 2, and 4
rotational levels visible.

FIG. 4. Two-color photoassociation spectra withn1 tuned to
intermediate vibrational levels states near 12 563.1 cm21 ~a! and
12 573.1 cm21 ~b!. The two-color spectrum is obtained by settin
n1 to the intermediate stateJ52 rotational level, and scanningn2

to the blue ofn1. ~c! Assignments of the observed levels.
7-6
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COUPLED SINGLET-TRIPLET ANALYSIS OF TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
reduces the trap loss. A theory of these two-color trap l
line shapes has been given by Bohn and Julienne@24#. Figure
5 shows a magnified view of the two-color photoassociat
spectrum for very small positive and negative frequency
ferencesn12n2. For zero and negative frequency diffe
ences, upward going peaks are observed which are du
one-color trap loss induced by photoassociation laser 2
transitions toJ50, 1, and 2.~For this spectrumJ51 is
visible because the atoms were not polarized.! For a positive
frequency difference of about 160 MHz, the spectrum sho
a downward going peak associated with the highest bo

FIG. 5. High-resolution two-color photoassociation spectra
very small laser frequency difference (n22n1). n1 is tuned to the
J52 intermediate state near 12 563.1 cm21. The data show three
upward going peaks indicating further one-color trap loss
u0g

2(v,J50,1,2)& states are excited. The downward going pe
shows the most weakly bound ground molecular state observe
this experiment, with a binding energy of 160 MHz.
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level observed in this experiment.
We investigated the first 20 GHz below the 52S1/2( f

53)15 2S1/2( f 53) dissociation limit. The intermediate
state at 12 563.1 cm21 resulted in a spectrum showing mo
ground molecular states than the state at 12 573.1 cm21. We
also observed a few of these same levels with an interm
ate state at 12 561.8 cm21. From these photoassociatio
spectra, the binding energies of 12 ground-state levels w
measured, as shown in Table I. We searched for but did
find molecular states with binding energies greater than
GHz, presumably due to small Franck-Condon factors.

The frequency scan of photoassociation laser 2 was c
brated to an accuracy of620 MHz with a scanning Mich-
elson interferometer wavemeter and a 300 MHz free spec
range e´talon. The zero of the frequency differencen12n2
was determined by the point at which the second laser
duced one-color trap loss on the 0g

2(J52) line, as in Fig. 5.
Photoassociation laser 1 was passively stabilized and d
onstrated drift below 20 MHz over the course of a scan.

The widths of the observed lines varied from about
MHz to about 300 MHz. The widths of the broadest lin
were probably dominated by power broadening, whereas
the narrowest lines the thermal width of the initial continuu
state plays a significant role. To our knowledge there are
explicit calculations for thermally averaged two-color phot
association line shapes in the literature. However, one-c
thermally averaged photoassociation line shapes have
calculated previously@8–10,25#. These calculations show
that the photoassociation peaks can easily be shifted
(1 –2)kBT relative to the peak position in the absence
thermal broadening effects, whereT is the temperature of the
gas andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. For our conditions th
shift would be in the range from about 6 to 20 MHz. Simil

r

s

in
s of

ta
is also
TABLE I. Spectrum of85Rb2 l 52,F54,5,6 levels observed experimentally, including assignment
( f 1 , f 2) progressions and integer parts of thev quantum number relative to the dissociation limitvD for the
progression involved. Theoretically predicted levels without (Eth,1) and with (Eth,2) Feshbach resonance da
taken into account. Thel 54,F56 g-wave shape resonance state observed by one-color spectroscopy
included.

F l Eexp ~GHz! Eth,1 ~GHz! Eth,2 ~GHz! v2vD ( f 1 , f 2)

6 4 10.01560.002 10.014 10.015 21 ~3,3!
6 2 20.1660.06 20.14 20.14 21 ~3,3!
5 2 23.18 23.18 21 ~2,3!
4 2 26.2360.06 26.22 26.22 21 ~2,2!
6 2 21.5260.06 21.48 21.46 22 ~3,3!
5 2 24.5860.06 24.51 24.50 22 ~2,3!
4 2 27.6160.06 27.56 27.54 22 ~2,2!
6 2 25.2060.06 25.13 25.09 23 ~3,3!
5 2 28.17 28.12 23 ~2,3!
4 2 28.3460.06 28.35 28.33 23 ~2,3!
4 2 211.2760.06 211.23 211.18 23 ~2,2!
6 2 212.2260.06 212.24 212.14 24 ~3,3!
4 2 212.50 212.43 24 ~3,3!
5 2 215.2460.06 215.28 215.18 24 ~2,3!
4 2 215.6760.06 215.67 215.61 24 ~2,3!
4 2 218.3960.06 218.38 218.29 24 ~2,2!
7-7
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VOGELS, FREELAND, TSAI, VERHAAR, AND HEINZEN PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
shifts should occur for our two-color spectra, and th
should occur in both the calibration spectrum~as in Fig. 5!,
which determines the zero of the laser difference frequen
as well as in the observed lines. In addition, line pulling d
to drifts in the frequency of laser 1 and ac Stark shifts co
also play a role in the position of these lines. These shifts
difficult to evaluate accurately since the tuning of laser 1 a
the gas temperature are not accurately known, and since
did not attempt to model the line shapes. However, th
could easily be on the order of the width of the lines. Due
these uncertainties, we consider our earlier statement@2# of
error bounds of630 MHz for some of the lines to be insu
ficiently conservative, and have chosen to apply a comm
error estimate of660 2øMHz for all levels in the reanalysis
of our data presented below.

IV. APPLICATION OF COUPLED ANALYSIS
TO TWO-COLOR PHOTOASSOCIATION EXPERIMENT

We assign the quantum numbers of the observed bo
states as follows. As pointed out earlier, due to the abo
mentioned selection rulel 5J, which is valid also in the
downward transition, we producel 52 bound ground-state
Rb2 levels only, since aJ52 rotational level of the lower 0g

2

electronic state is excited as an intermediate state. Also,
a two-photon transition from the initialuF,mF&5u6,16&
state of two doubly polarized atoms, onlyF54, 5, or 6
levels can be formed withmF>4. Note furthermore that for
all B, f 1 and f 2 are good quantum numbers ifF55 or 6. In
addition, for l even Bose symmetry excludesF55 for
( f 1 , f 2)5(3,3). We should therefore expect to see two m
tually shifted pure triplet vibrational progressions converg
to the (f 1 , f 2)5(3,3) hyperfine threshold forF56 and to the
~2,3! hyperfine threshold forF55, respectively. These ar
the two sequences indicated as~3,3;6! and ~2,3;5! in Fig.
4~c!. The energy differences between pairs of correspond
levels in the progressions indeed correspond to the sin
atom hyperfine splitting, 3.04 GHz. The remaining leve
must be assignedF54 and have mixed singlet-triplet cha
acter. In view of this one would expect these levels to d
play a less regular pattern than theF55 and 6 levels. An-
ticipating our further analysis we note, however, thatf 1 and
f 2 continue to be approximately good quantum numbers@26#
for the mixed singlet-triplet states because of an approxim
equality of singlet and triplet phases for85Rb ~see also Tsa
et al. @2#!. This equality is similar to that which has bee
discovered for87Rb @27–29#, and in fact follows from it by
mass scaling of the wave function phases. We note that
scaling of small phase differences is not expected in gene
but just happens to occur for the particular case of Rb. A
consequence, theF54 states display a pattern almost
regular as theF55 and 6 states. Table I shows the spectr
of l 52,F54,5,6 levels observed in our experiment, inclu
ing the assignments of the (f 1 , f 2) progressions and the in
teger parts of the differencesv2vD , with v the vibrational
quantum number andvD its generally nonintegral value a
the dissociation limit for the progression involved. We al
include the l 54,F56 g-wave shape resonance state o
served by one-color spectroscopy@10#, which will also be
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used in the following analysis.
We analyze the energy spectrum as follows. Referring

Sec. II, we characterize the singlet potential in the inter
0,r ,19a0 by the singlet accumulated phasefS

0 , which we
take as a fit parameter, and by its derivativesfS

E and fS
l ,

calculated on the basis of the above-mentioned IPA poten
of Amiot @21#. In the same interval the triplet interaction
characterized by three similar parameters:fT

0 is taken as a fit
parameter, whereasfT

E and fT
l are taken from the Kraus

and Stevensab initio triplet potential@22#. For r .19a0 we
write the interaction operator as

V~r !52
C6

r 6
2

C8

r 8
2

C10

r 10
1Vexch1Vh f . ~21!

For C6 we consider values in a range that includes at
lower end the interval 45506100 a.u., determined in a pre
vious one-color photoassociation experiment@10#, and at the
higher end the interval 4700650 a.u. from the analysis in
Ref. @30#. Values forC8 andC10 are taken from Marinescu
et al. @31#. The exchange interaction is taken from Hading
and Hadinger@32#.

The actual application of our coupled analysis consists
a number of iterations, in each of which Eq.~19! is solved as
a least-squares problem. At the beginning of an iterat
step, eigenfunctionsc i

0 and eigenvaluesEi
0 ( i 51, . . . ,M )

are calculated for certain phase and potential parame
xj ( j 51, . . . ,N, N,M ). This gives us a vectorDE having
the set of differences with the experimental energiesDEi as
components, from which the vectorDx with the changesDxj
as components is to be determined. Writing Eq.~19! in the
form

DE5M Dx, ~22!

we use the same wave functionsc i
0 to calculate theM3N

matrix M . To take into account the experimental error ba
we divide the componentsDEi andMi j by the i th error bar
without changing our notation. The least-squares solutio
found by solving Eq.~22! for the parameter changesDx
using the pseudoinverse ofM ~see Ref.@33#!:

Dx5M 21DE. ~23!

This iteration step is repeated until convergence has b
reached. It turns out that highly accurate values of the e
ments ofM are needed for correct and rapid convergen
This is especially true for directions in parameter space
which the least-squares sum varies slowly. We have p
special attention to this aspect by studying theM5N51
case. In our coupled analysis theg-wave shape resonance
included as a quasibound state, by assuming its wave fu
tion to vanish at a radius far inside the centrifugal barrier

Parenthetically, we note that our method is easily e
tended to cases where~part of! the measured data consist
energydifferencesbetween states without information on a
solute positions with respect to the dissociation threshold,
instance. In such cases the differences between elemen
7-8
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TABLE II. Iteration paths for three choices of starting points in parameter space (C6 ,fS
0 ,fT

0), given in
the first line. The values in the second to fourth lines are obtained by the coupled singlet-triplet an
Accumulated phasesfS

0 andfT
0 for zero energy and angular momentum are given modulop. The dispersion

coefficientC6 is given in atomic units.

C6 fS
0 fT

0 C6 fS
0 fT

0 C6 fS
0 fT

0

4700 2.42739 2.69209 4600 2.86411 3.08447 4600 3.07411 3.084
4652 2.64742 2.88692 4650 2.65240 2.89221 4647 2.66936 2.905
4651 2.65024 2.89024 4651 2.65031 2.89033 4651 2.65035 2.890
4651 2.65017 2.89019 4651 2.65024 2.89026 4651 2.65036 2.890
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DE and between elements ofM are used in Eqs.~22! and
~23! instead of the elements themselves.

Since we have normalized the components ofDE to the
measured energy uncertainty intervals, the covariance m
for the parameter values finally obtained is given by

x2

M2N
~MTM !21, ~24!

the diagonal elements of which give the square of the fi
parameter errors. In this expressionx2 is the least-square
sum.

In view of the large discrepancy between the results
our previous paper@2# and the later results obtained by Ro
erts et al. @30#, we here repeat the analysis of Ref.@2# but
now without a restriction onC6. Also, as noted above, w
keepfT

E fixed to theab initio value. We thus treatC6 , fS
0 ,

andfT
0 as parameters in a fit to the two-photon data in co

bination with the energy position of theg-wave shape reso
nance. Only oneg function in Eqs.~14! and~18! is therefore
involved in the analysis:giS(r )5giT(r )51/r 6 and ciS5ciT
52C6. We emphasize again that this choice is very diff
ent from the usual IPA functions. While the triplet param
eters are primarily determined by theF55 and 6 levels in-
cluding the g-wave shape resonance, the singlet ph
parameterfS

0 is mostly determined by the mixed single
triplet F54 states, in particular those with (f 1 , f 2)5(2,3).
The starting point of an iteration was chosen in theC6 range
between 4450 and 4750 a.u. mentioned above and in
fS

0 ,fT
0 ranges suggested by analyses of previous cold-a

experiments@8,9,27–29# involving 85Rb and 87Rb, as well
as by direct inspection of the level energies, as we mentio
in the beginning of this section. The iteration is ended wh
the steps in the phase values andC6 become an order o
magnitude smaller than the uncertainties in these param
following from the experimental error bars. This genera
occurred within three steps. As an illustration, Table
shows the iteration paths in parameter space for three sta
points. The phase values are given modulop. The end points
of these iterations coincide within the above maximum fi
step values and represent an absolutex2 minimum. As usual
in x2 searches, not every choice for the starting point lead
this minimum. Sometimes convergence takes place to a l
minimum with a considerably higherx2. This is generally
due to one or more levels that are misidentified betw
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theory and experiment. It results in sets of optimal para
eters and error bars completely different from those at
absolutex2 minimum.

We find C654650650 a.u., a range with a considerab
overlap with the interval 4700650 a.u. from Ref.@30#. Con-
sidering theC6 range 45506100 a.u. found by Boesten
et al. @10#, which is based on independent information, i.e.
Franck-Condon oscillation in the photoassociation spectr
one would conclude that our central valueC654650 a.u.
may be considered as the optimal overall result, if t
Franck-Condon oscillation is taken into account. The th
retical level energies that follow from this analysis are giv
in the fourth column (Eth,1) of Table I. For varyingC6 near
the above central valueC̄654650 a.u. we subsequently de
rive optimal values offS

0 andfT
0 . The corresponding vibra

tional quantum numbers at dissociationvDS(mod1) and
vDT(mod1) are

vDS510.00501~1.831024!~C62C̄6!60.0095,
~25!

vDT520.05181~1.031024!~C62C̄6!60.0032,

with the C6 values in a.u.
The analysis of Ref.@30# included the parameters of

magnetic-field-induced Feshbach resonance that has
observed in the85Rb185Rb elastic scattering channel by tw
groups@11,30# since the experimental two-color photoass
ciation work that we analyzed above. As a following st
therefore we supplement the foregoing analysis by includ
the extremely accurate values of the resonance fieldBpeak
5155.260.4 G and the resonance ‘‘width’’D511.6
60.5 G, measured by Robertset al. @30# as additional ex-
perimental data in our parameter search with correspond
coupled-channelM matrix elements. We thus find ax2 mini-
mum at C654700650 a.u., in agreement with Ref.@30#
and consistent with the aboveC654650 a.u. value. The se
of theoretical energy levels obtained in the overall fit a
included in Table I~fifth column: Eth,2).

We also give the optimalvDS , vDT values for varyingC6

near the central valueC̄654700 a.u. of the latter fit:

vDS510.00901~0.831024!~C62C̄6!60.0009,
~26!

vDT520.05681~1.431024!~C62C̄6!60.0011.

The corresponding scattering lengths are~in a.u.!
7-9
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VOGELS, FREELAND, TSAI, VERHAAR, AND HEINZEN PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 043407
aS512650212.93~C62C̄6!6250,
~27!

aT5236121.17~C62C̄6!610.

The agreement between the experimental and theore
energies is quite good. Relative to the theoretical ener
Eth,1 , the measured level energies show a small system
difference of 220 MHz, and a random scatter of abo
630 MHz, within our measurement error. For the set
theoretical energiesEth,2 , the systematic difference increas
to 263 MHz, and the scatter remains about630 MHz.
The systematic difference is probably due to line shape
fects, as discussed in the experimental Sec. III. For compl
ness we point out that the above analysis following Eq.~24!,
including only the bound-state data, yields the valuesBpeak
5148610 G,D5964 G.

The analysis of the two-color photoassociation expe
ment presented in this section illustrates how our coup
analysis is applied in practice. We believe that the meth
will be useful also for further work on the extraction of in
teractions between cold atoms from highly excited bou
diatomic states.

Parenthetically, we note that the sensitivity ofvDS and
vDT to C6, described by the second terms on the right-ha
side of Eqs.~25! and~26!, can be determined either by com
pleting the coupled iteration successively for various choi
of C6 or, more easily, by making use of our coupled a
proach. The formalism presented in Sec. II allows us to c
siderC6 or other parameters formally as parametersxj and to
translate their variationsDx into variationsDE by means of
the correspondingM matrix elements calculated in ou
coupled approach. The latter in turn can be translated
variations ofvDS and vDT or any other parameters dete
mined in the coupled search, using the inverse equation~23!.
This procedure is applicable generally in the case of par
eters for which one wants to indicate the dependence of
final results explicitly as in Eqs.~25! and ~26! instead of
including them in the parameter search.
en
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a coupled singlet-triplet analysis
extracting information on interactions between cold ato
from energies of bound diatomic states. Like the IPA it
based on inverse perturbation theory, but unlike the IPA i
applicable in situations where external and internal~elec-
tronic and nuclear spin! degrees of freedom of the two boun
atoms are coupled. Basically, the purpose of the approac
to extrapolate interaction properties from just below the d
sociation threshold to just above, i.e., the cold-collision
gime. Although the method is applied here to bound state
two identical ground-state alkali-metal atoms, it is applica
to any pair of cold atoms where the short-range interacti
are taken into account in terms of a boundary condition
the radial wave functions at a certain interatomic distancer 0.
In our case of two alkali-metal atoms the boundary condit
takes the form of an accumulated phase for the wave fu
tion in the singlet and triplet spin channels. The latter d
scription derives its usefulness from the fact that cold co
sions together with the considered highest part of the bou
state spectrum comprise an energy range small compare
the typical relative kinetic energies of the two atoms in t
distance ranger ,r 0. We have made clear that the validity o
the WKB approximation forr ,r 0 is not essential.

We illustrated the coupled analysis by an application
the bound85Rb2 states measured in a two-color photoas
ciation experiment and ag-wave shape resonance observ
in a one-color photoassociation experiment. We also p
formed a combined parameter search by including the m
sured resonance field and resonance width of a recently
served Feshbach resonance.
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